In this paper, we propose a new variant of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to solve multi-label classification tasks. The proposed method is based on a probabilistic model for defining the weights of individual samples in a weighted multi-label LDA approach. Linear Discriminant Analysis is a classical statistical machine learning method, which aims to find a linear data transformation increasing class discrimination in an optimal discriminant subspace. Traditional LDA sets assumptions related to Gaussian class distributions and single-label data annotations. To employ the LDA technique in multi-label classification problems, we exploit intuitions coming from a probabilistic interpretation of class saliency to redefine the between-class and within-class scatter matrices. The saliency-based weights obtained based on various kinds of affinity encoding prior information are used to reveal the probability of each instance to be salient for each of its classes in the multi-label problem at hand. The proposed Saliency-based weighted Multi-label LDA approach is shown to lead to performance improvements in various multi-label classification problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-label classification tasks have become more and more common in the machine learning field recently, e.g., in text information categorization [1] , image and video annotation [2] , sequential data prediction [3] , or music information retrieval [4] . Multi-label databases exist for various real applications, such as Yeast database for protein localization sites prediction [5] , CAL500 database for music retrieval [6] , or medical database for text classification [7] .
Compared to single-label problems, the characteristics of multi-label problems are more complicated and unpredictable. In a single label problem, each instance merely belongs to a specific class in a mutually exclusive manner [8] . Classes in a multi-label problem are not mutually exclusive, which means that each data item can belong to either one or several classes. Moreover, different classes contain a varying number of data items, leading to class imbalanced problems [9] . Hence, in order to solve a multi-label classification problem efficiently and effectively, we need not only to consider the correlation of class labels and features of each data item, but also take into account the different cardinalities of the classes.
As described in [10] , multi-label classification methods are derived following either a problem transformation (PT) approach or an algorithm adaptation (AA) approach. Methods following the PT approach simply utilize single-label classification algorithms to tackle multi-label classification tasks using decomposition approaches, such as the binary relevance (BR) algorithm [11] , [12] or the label powerset (LP) algorithm [13] , [14] . A weighted multi-label linear discriminant analysis algorithm (wMLDA) [15] combines the decomposition approach with different labels and/or feature information to build a multi-label classification method. Methods following the AA approach directly utilize the information of class labels and data items to explore their correlation, e.g., in an extension of AdaBoost algorithm [16] or a de-convolution-based method in [17] . Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and its variants have been widely used to extract discriminant data representations for solving various problems involving supervised dimensionality reduction, e.g., in human action recognition [18] , [19] , [20] , biological data classification [21] , [22] , and facial image analysis [23] . However, it cannot be directly used to tackle multi-label problems due to the characteristics of multi-label data. This is due to two factors: a) the contribution of each data item in the calculation of the scatter matrices involved in the optimization problem of single-label LDA and its variants cannot be appropriately determined and b) the cardinality of the various classes forming the multi-label problem can be quite imbalanced.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for multi-label data classification based on a probabilistic approach that is able to estimate the contribution of each data item to the classes it belongs to by taking into account prior information encoded using various types of metrics. The proposed calculation of the contribution of each data item to the classes it belongs to cannot only weight its importance, but can also address problems related to imbalanced classes. To this end, we exploit the concept of class saliency introduced in [24] . Hence, the proposed method is named as Saliency-based Weighted Multilabel Linear Discriminant Analysis (SwMLDA). Our proposed SwMLDA approach, as a kind of PT approach, exploits both label and feature information with various prior weighting factors, i.e., binary-based weight form [25] , misclassificationbased weight form [24] , entropy-based weight form [26] , fuzzy-based weight form [27] , dependence-based weight form [15] , and correlation-based weight form [8] . The proposed method leads to improved results on 10 publicly available arXiv:2004.04221v1 [cs. LG] 8 Apr 2020 multi-label databases.
We have made the following contributions on multi-label classification tasks with our novel SwMLDA approach: (1) we propose using probabilistic saliency estimation in multi-label classification to weight the importance of each item for its classes; (2) we formulate a novel SwMLDA method that uses the saliency-based weights and can alleviate the problems related to imbalanced datasets; (3) we integrate label and feature information to SwMLDA by using various types of weighting factors as prior information; (4) we compare our proposed approach to related methods on 10 diverse multi-label data sets, and the results show considerable improvements in multilabel classification tasks using our approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the related works. We include a precise explanation of the LDA and weighted MLDA with adequate mathematical notations to support the derivations of the probabilistic saliency estimation. In Section 3, we describe our proposed methods in detail. Section 4 presents for experimental setup and results on 10 multi-label databases. In Section 5, we conclude this paper and discuss the potential future studies.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we first briefly present several standard approaches for multi-label classification in subsection II-A. In subsection II-B, we provide a detailed description of the standard LDA, weighted LDA, Multi-label LDA (MLDA), and weighted Multi-label LDA (wMLDA), since they form the theoretical foundation for the proposed work. Subsequently, we introduce the general concepts of saliency estimation and the probabilistic saliency estimation approach needed to develop the proposed method.
A. General methods for multi-label classification tasks
Various methods have been proposed for solving multilabel classification tasks, such as variants of Support Vector Machine (SVM) [28] and various feature extraction methods [8] , [15] , [29] . As PT algorithms, Binary Relevance-based methods [11] , [12] , [30] decompose a multi-label classification problem into several single-label classification problems in a one-versus-all manner. Another standard PT method is Label Powerset (LP) algorithm [13] , [31] , which exploits the dependencies or correlations of class labels to rebuild a labeled subset for a single-label classifier. The traditional SVM algorithm acts as a PT approach: in [32] a multi-label scene classification problem is decomposed into several single-label problems by following a cross-training strategy.
As an AA approach, alternating decision-tree (ADTree) was proposed to enhance the performance of boosting methods [33] , [34] . In [33] , the strategy of an alternating decision tree is based on an option tree using boosting. Another decisiontree related algorithm ADTboost.MH was proposed in [34] to solve multi-label text and data classification problems by ADTboost algorithm [33] and Adaboost.MH algorithm [35] .
B. Dimensionality reduction algorithms for multi-label classification tasks
Standard LDA and its variants have been applied to tackle various multi-label classification problems [8] , [25] , [36] , [37] , [38] , [39] . Generally, dimensionality reduction-based methods tackling multi-label classification problems are categorized as unsupervised and supervised, depending on whether class label information is involved in or not [15] . The objective of dimensionality reduction-based methods is to determine a data projection matrix W ∈ R D×d mapping the data from the original feature space R D to a discriminant subspace R d , where D > d.
1) Linear Discrimination Analysis: LDA is an effective technique to reduce dimensionality of original data as a prepossessing step for single-label classification problems. In the following, we assume that a training set formed by N data points and class labels is presented as
where x i ∈ R D and y i ∈ R C are the data points and the corresponding label vectors, respectively. The instance matrix X ∈ R D×N is defined as
The label matrix Y ∈ R C×N is depicted as
The label information of element x i = [x 1i , ..., x ji , ..., x Di ] is represented as y i = [y 1i , ..., y ji , ..., y Ci ] . If x i belongs to the class c ∈ {1, ..., C}, y ci = 1, otherwise y ci = 0. Note that in single label-classification tasks there is a single 1 on each column. Later, we will use the same notation in multi-label classification, where the number of 1s is not constrained. The within-class, between-class, and total scatter matrices S w , S b , and S t , respectively, are defined as follows:
µ c denotes the mean vector of class c as
where N c = N i=1 y ci is the cardinality of class c. The total mean vector µ is computed as
The optimal projection matrix W is learned by maximizing the Fisher's discriminant criterion [40] through compacting the within-class scatter and maximizing the between-class scatter simultaneously as
where tr(.) denotes the trace of a matrix. Usually, the optimal projection matrix W is calculated by solving eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix S = S −1 w S b and then using the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues as the projection matrix W. The rank of S is equal to C − 1, which is the maximal dimensionality of the resulting subspace. Since S t = S w + S b , an alternative approach is to use S t instead of S w and maximize the Fisher's discriminant criterion as
.
Although the traditional LDA technique has gained popularity on various single-label classification tasks, its performance varies according to the types of input data sets. Usually, the data sets used in most traditional LDA classification tasks are assumed to have equal class distribution as a homoscedastic Gaussian model [41] , in which the covariance matrices of each class should be identical [42] . Furthermore, the performance is affected severely due to the imbalance of input data sets [43] .
2) Weighted Linear Discrimination Analysis: In order to enhance the robustness of traditional LDA on different kinds of data sets, various weight factors are introduced into the definitions of scatter matrices to balance the contribution of each class, according to class statistics [42] , [44] , e.g., class cardinality, a prior probability. Weighted LDA approaches have diminished the influence of outlier classes on the scatter matrices of imbalanced data sets to some extent; however, they still neglect the varying importance of individual samples in the class description. Saliency-based weighted Linear Discriminant Analysis (SwLDA) [24] , as a kind of graph expression, was proposed to explore the contribution of each instance based on probabilistic saliency estimation [45] . Our work uses the same idea for multi-label classification.
Generally, weight factors are calculated using various metrics to reallocate the contribution of each class, which can alleviate the influence of outlier classes on the projection matrix. An example of a weighted between-class matrix definition based on Bayes error rate was proposed in [46] :
where p k , p l denote the a priori probabilities of class k and class l, respectively. L kl expresses the dissimilarity between class k and class l. The within-class scatter matrix can be muted with prior information as in [42] :
where r c is a relevance weight factor that has a low value if class c is estimated to be an outlier class. Thus, both definitions of scatter matrices decrease the influence of outlier classes. After computing the weighted scatter matrices, they can be used to obtain the optimal projection matrix W from Eq. (9) 3) Multi-label Linear Discrimination Analysis: Although weighted LDA algorithms have enhanced the performance on single-label classification tasks [47] , [48] compared to traditional LDA, such variants are still not directly applicable for multi-label classification tasks [8] . In a multi-label data set, label information contains certain correlations or dependencies [49] , for example, an image instance labeled as 'car' highly correlates to label 'road' [8] . Besides, it is quite common that the number of samples in each class in a multi-class data set is imbalanced. For example, the largest class size is 1128 and the smallest 21 in the widely used Yeast database [5] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Due to the specific characteristics of multi-label databases, it is imperative to take into account the correlation of class labels and/or discriminative feature information of each instance to tackle the sub-optimal classification result on imbalanced data sets.
When traditional LDA and its variants are applied to tackling multi-label classification tasks by simply using Eqs. (4) -(6) with the multi-label label matrix Y, a significant problem is that the contribution of one instance can be repeatedly counted in computing the scatter matrices. Hence, weight factors are used to express redundancy or/and correlation information so that LDA related algorithms can calculate scatter matrices without redundancy on multi-label databases. In [8] , a multilabel linear discriminant analysis (MLDA) approach based on the exploration of label correlation information was proposed to tackle multi-label image or video classification tasks. MLDA approach embeds the correlation information of class labels as weight factors in the definition of scatter matrices as
where p ci describes a weight factor of the i th instance for the class c, µ is the total mean vector of all training instances, and µ c is the mean vector of class c:
A correlation matrix R ∈ R C×C is computed using the class labels of each pair of classes:
where y (k) , y (l) are label vectors for classes k, l ∈ 1, ..., C.
The label correlation information can reveal whether two classes are closely related or not. The correlation matrix R is then used to compute the weight factors in Eqs. (13) -(17).
To tackle the over-counting problem [8] , the weight factors are normalized with 1 -norm:
where y i , i ∈ {1, ..., N } is the label vector for the i th sample. v i was used directly as p i in [8] , while we exploit it in a different manner in our work. Various weight matrices have been introduced to improve the performance of LDA on multi-label classification tasks [8] , [15] , [36] . Such strategies yield a more suitable projection subspace compared to other dimensionality reduction algorithms [8] , such as principle component analysis (PCA), multilabel dimensionality reduction via dependence maximization (MDDM), or multi-label least square (MLLS).
In [36] , MLDA was extended to Direct MLDA by changing the definition of S b in a way that allows to obtain a higher dimensional subspace than the original MLDA, where the subspace dimensionality is limited by the rank of S b to C − 1. This extension work further enhanced the results in multilabel video classification tasks. Another extension, multi-label discriminant analysis with locality consistency (MLDA-LC) [37] not only preserves the global class label information as MLDA does, but also incorporates a graph regularized term to utilize the local geometric information. MLDA-LC reveals the similarity among nearby instances with transformation in the projection space using incorporation of the graph Laplacian matrix into the MLDA approach, which further enhances the classification performance in multi-label data sets compared to MLDA or/and MLLS algorithms. 4) Weighted multi-label linear discriminant analysis: A weighted multi-label LDA (wMLDA) approach was proposed in [15] focusing on linear feature extraction for multi-label classification. In wMLDA, a multi-label classifier is composed of several single-label classifiers according to the number of classes and a weight matrix is simultaneously calculated based on various metrics to embody the contribution of each instance in scatter matrices calculation. Various metrics can be used to measure the relationships among instances from the labels and/or features. wMLDA approach employs correlation-based weight form [8] , entropy-based weight form [26] , binarybased weight form [25] , fuzzy-based weight form [27] , and dependence-based weight form [15] . In this work, we exploit the same metrics, while we use this information in a novel way. We provide a detailed explanation of the metrics in Section III-B.
In [15] , scatter matrices S w , S b , and S t are redefined to exploit the prior information for weighting. Firstly, a nonnegative weight matrix P ∈ R C×N with the same size of label matrix Y is defined to describe the weight of each instance to its corresponding classes: (20) where p i represents a weight vector for the i th instance and p (j) is a weight vector for the j th class. The weight matrix P is calculated based on one of the prior information matrices described in III-B. Then, n c and n are defined as summations of weights for the c th class and all classes:
In order to simplify notation, row vectorsn andp are defined asn
wherep i is the summation of weights for the ith instance over all classesp i = C c=1 p ci , i = 1, ..., N . Then, the scatter matrices can be redefined as
whereP = Pdiag(n √ nc (c = 1, ..., C). Under this approach, the optimal projection matrix W can still be obtained by solving the generalized eigenproblem corresponding to Eq. (10) as discussed in Section 2.
C. Saliency estimation
Saliency estimation as a standard computer vision task is inspired by neurobiological studies [50] and cognition psychology [51] . Generally saliency estimation is a pre-processing step for various high-level computer vision tasks, such as object detection [45] , [52] , omni-directional images [53] , and human attention estimation [54] . Saliency in physiological science is defined as a special kind of perception of the human visual system, by which humans can perceive particular parts in a scene in details due to colors, textures, or other prominent information contained in these parts [55] . These particular parts can be distinguished as foreground from non-salient background parts.
Computational saliency estimation approaches can be categorized as local approaches and global approaches based on the way they process saliency information [55] . Local saliency approaches explore the prominent information around the neighborhood of specific pixels/regions whilst global approaches exploit the rarity of a pixel/patch/region in the whole scene. Since the emergence of computational saliency estimation field in [56] , various probabilistic approaches have been explored in this topic. In [57] , a saliency map is estimated based on three kinds of prior information on images at superpixel level. Saumya et al. utilize a generalized Bernoulli distribution to estimate a saliency map in their work [58] .
Another saliency estimation approach was proposed by Aytekin et al. [45] for segmenting salient objects in an image using a probabilistic estimation, where a probability mass function P(x) depicts whether a region x i (pixel, super-pixel, or patch) in an image is considered as a distinct region. The higher the values of P(x) for a region, the more prominent the region is. P(x) is solved by optimizing two items working simultaneously to allocate not only lower probability to nonsalient regions but also similar probabilities to similar regions as follows:
where the first term suppresses the probability of a nonprominent region i using its prior information v i ≥ 0. In the second term, a high similarity of regions i and j, given as a high similarity value w ij , forces the regions to have similar probabilities. This optimization task in Eq. (28) can be expressed using matrix notations as
where p is a probability vector that depicts the probabilities of each element or region i to be salient, i.e., p i = P(x = x i ).
W is an affinity matrix, which denotes the similarity of each pair of regions i and j as
A global optimum p * is obtained by setting the partial derivative of Eq. (31) with the respect p to zero. The final optimized probability vector is
III. PROPOSED METHOD
We propose a novel saliency-based weighted linear discriminant analysis method for multi-label classification tasks, where the saliency-based weight factors are calculated based on the probabilistic saliency estimation approach and the specific prior information of the input data. In this section, we describe our novel Saliency-based weighted Multi-label Linear Discriminant Analysis (SwMLDA) approach in detail.
We calculate a saliency-based weight matrix P ∈ R C×N based on the probabilistic saliency estimation with the exploration of various prior information: binary [25] , correlation [8] , entropy [26] , fuzzy [27] , dependence [15] , and misclassification [24] . The weight matrix P is denoted as:
where p i ∈ R C represents the optimal weight vector of the i th instance and p (j) ∈ R N is the weight vector of the j th class. The details for computing the probabilistic weight matrix P are given in the next subsections. After forming P, the proposed method proceeds as wMLDA by using the weights in the scatter matrices S b and S t :
wherep = C c=1 p (c) . Note that our method normalizes the weight vectors so that the sum of the weights for a class is always 1. Therefore,n in Eq. (23) is an identity vector andP = P. Finally, the optimal projection matrix W is obtained from Eq. (10) by solving the corresponding generalized eigenvalue problem.
A. Saliency-based weight factors
We extend the probabilistic saliency estimation approach [45] described in Section II-C to express the saliency of each instance for its class(es). To this end, we formulate the prior information in V and W so that probability p (c) describes the saliency of each item for class c. In an initial work [24] , we used saliency-based weight factors to tackle suboptimal classification results caused by imbalanced data sets or/and outliers in single-label classification using LDA-based algorithms. Here, we exploit the saliency-based weight factors to tackle multi-label classification tasks.
We calculate the saliency-based weight factors p * (c) separately for each class in the spirit of PT approaches. For each class, we consider only the samples belonging to the class, thus, p * (c) has N c elements. p * (c) is computed following Eq. (32) as
where H c constitutes three terms as H c = D c − W c + V c . To form p (c) from p * (c) , the elements of p * (c) are placed on their corresponding positions in p (c) and the values for items not belonging to class c are set to zero. We then form the weight matrix P ∈ R C×N by placing weight vectors p c as its rows. W c is an affinity matrix obtained by a graph notation. That is, for each class c, we form its corresponding graph G C = {X c , W c }, where X c ∈ R D×Nc is a matrix formed by the instances belonging to class c and W c ∈ R Nc×Nc is a graph weighting matrix expressing the similarity between each pair of instances in class c. In our experiments, we use a fully connected graph to obtain W c with a heat kernel function formulated as
where x i and x j are the i th and j th instance in class c, and i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., N c }. σ is set as a constant value. D c is a diagonal matrix and each element is calculated based on
V c ∈ R Nc×Nc is a diagonal matrix, which carries the prior information of each instance in class c to be salient for its class based on the metrics presented in the next subsection. The values of V c inversely relate to the values of weight factor vector p * (c) ranging from 0 to 1. The lower a value [V c ] ii , the more prominent the corresponding instance is expected to be based on the prior knowledge. We introduce six different prior information matrices to exploit label or/and feature information of each class, which produce six different variants of the proposed approach.
After computing the prior information vector V c and affinity matrix W c for class c, we follow the approach of PSE in Eq. (36) to calculate the saliency score vector p * (c) for class c. In order to avoid singularity during this process, a regularized version of H c with a small value epsilon added to the diagonal elements is used. The summation of the values in the saliencybased weight vector p * (c) for each class is one, which is expected to alleviate the over-counting problem.
B. Prior information matrices 1) Misclassification-based prior information matrix (SwMLDAm):
This approach was defined in [24] to alleviate the sub-optimal result in LDA arising from outlier instances on imbalanced data sets. We utilize the misclassification-based prior information to generate a diagonal matrix V c based on the probability of each instance i belonging to class c to be more salient for another class:
where d k ic = x ic −µ k 2 2 , x ic is the i th instance of class c and µ k is the mean vector of class k. In this approach, a sample which is closer to another class is considered less salient for class c even if it is relatively close to the center of class c.
2) Correlation-based prior information matrix (SwML-DAc): As in [8] , label correlation information is represented by a class pair matrix R defined in Eq. (18) . For each instance i, the normalized weight vector v i ∈ R C is calculated by Eq. (19) . We compute the weight factors separately for each class c and, after obtaining them for all instances, we select the c th elements, v ic , and formulate the correlation-based prior information of the c th class as
Label correlation information is widely exploited to tackle the redundancy of label information in various multi-label tasks [8] , [59] . However, it can lead to a sub-optimal result, due to non-zero values in the correlation weight factor matrix for irrelevant labels [15] . Because we calculate the correlationbased prior information matrix based on each class separately, the non-zero values of unrelated label pairs can be avoided.
3) Binary-based prior information matrix (SwMLDAb): Binary-based approach directly utilizes the label information as in [25] . In our formulation, this approach reduces to having an equal value in V c for all instances as only instances belonging to class c are considered in V c . For wMLDA, such direct use of class labels leads to over-counting problem in the scatter matrices. In our formulation, this problem is avoided because V c merely represents the prior information of nonsalient instances and the final weight matrix P is normalized for each class. 4) Entropy-based prior information matrix (SwMLDAe): We utilize entropy metric for label information to present a prior information matrix of each class c, as in [15] , [26] . For each instance i, its number of relevant labels is calculated as
and its entropy is given as
where P ik = 1/m i . Thus, the entropy is higher, when there are fewer relevant labels. The probability for an instance i to be relevant to class c is
The entropy-based prior information of each instance i to the different class(es) is defined as follows:
Finally, the diagonal matrix V c has elements [V c ] ii = v ic , i = 1, ... , N c . 5) Fuzzy-based prior information matrix (SwMLDAf): Fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm (FCM) [60] is an extension of k-means, where an instance can belong to multiple clusters with different degrees. The membership degree of instance i in class c is indicated with a weight factor w ic , 0 < w ic < 1 [61] . In our work, a supervised version of fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm (SFCM) [15] , [27] is exploited to obtain the prior information matrix.
As in [15] , we optimize the following:
where m c presents the fuzzy centroid of class c, w ic denotes the membership of instance i to class c. The constraint forces the weights of each instance i to sum to one. The constrained optimization problem in Eq. (43) can be solved by Lagrangian optimization with α i ≥ 0, where
After getting the partial derivatives of L with respect to m c , w ik and α i and setting their values to zero, we get
As the optimal value of m c depends on w ic and vice versa, Eq. (45) and Eq. (46) are solved iteratively until the solution converges. Finally, we set the values of the diagonal matrix V c as [V c ] ii = 1 − w ic , i = 1, ... , N c . 6) Dependence-based prior information matrix (SwML-DAd): Dependence-based weights were proposed in [15] . They are based on Hilbert-Schmidt independence criterion (HSIC) [62] , which is used to describe statistical dependence between features and labels based on the estimation of Hilbert-Schmidt norms. We follow the definition of HSIC in [15] as
where W = [w 1 , ..., w i , ..., w Nc ], θ ij = [Θ] ij , and Θ = HX XH. H is a centered matrix, which is represented as H = I − uu /N c , where I ∈ R Nc×Nc denotes an identity matrix and u ∈ R Nc denotes an all-one vector. • denotes the Hadamard, i.e., element-wise, product of two matrices or vectors. To find W that maximizes HSIC, we solve the following optimization problem using the iterative approach described in [15] :
This approach transforms a multi-label task to several singlelabel tasks [15] . It allocates 1 to only one prominent class for each instance after the final iteration. In our probabilistic formulation, the diagonal matrix V c has elements [V c ] ii = 1 − w ic , i = 1, ... , N c .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In our work, we tested our approach on ten multi-label databases and compared the final results with six competing methods using five evaluation metrics. We use the Matlab codes provided for [15] 1 in the comparative experiments and exploit the relevant parts also in the implementation of our proposed method. In the following subsections, we present ten databases, implementation details, evaluation metrics, and classification results.
A. Databases
We perform our experiments on 10 publicly available multilabel databases 1 : Yeast [5] , Scene [32] , Cal500 [6] , Medical [7] , TMC2007-500 [63] , Corel16k001 [64] , PlantGO 1 , Image 1 , HumanGO 1 , Enron 2 . The contents of these databases include text, image, and acoustic clips. The numbers of classes and features of these databases are shown in Table I . 'Cardinality' gives the mean numbers of class labels per instance for the database.
B. Experimental setup
After eigendecomposition of S −1 w S b , we retained the eigenvectors corresponding to the top 0.999 informative eigenvalues. The classifier used in the experiments is a multi-label k-nearest neighbor classifier (ML-KNN) [65] with k = 15 as in [15] . ML-KNN utilizes k-nearest neighbor algorithm and maximum a posterior (MAP) principle to tackle the multilabel categorization task. ML-KNN first estimates prior and posterior probability of each instance i for each class c from a training dataset based on frequency counting [65] . Then, the predicted probabilities on a test dataset are calculated based on the prior and posterior probabilities on the training dataset using the Bayesian rule. The predicted labels are obtained by setting a threshold (≥ 0.5) for the predicted probabilities.
C. Performance evaluation
We adopt five different evaluation metrics [66] , [67] to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm: one error, normalized coverage, ranking loss, hamming loss, and macro-F1. We introduce them in the following. Here, we denote the ground truth label matrix for the M test samples as Y = [y 1 , ..., y i , ... , y M ], where the i th column y i ∈ R C represents the label vector of test sample x i .
The predicted label matrix is denoted asŶ andŷ i is the predicted label vector of a test sample x i . We usep i = f (x i ) for the predicted probabilities, wherep i,c (0 ≤p i,c ≤ 1) denotes the membership of instance i in class c. L i = {sort c (p i )} denotes an ordered list of classes ranked in the order of descending probability inp i . I(y i ) is used to denote the indices of relevant classes in y i and ¬I(y i ) denotes the indices of negative classes in y i . 1) One error shows how often the top ranked class is not among the positive ground truth labels. Lower values of this metric indicate better performance.
where L i [1] denotes the first class in the sorted list L i .
2) Normalized coverage demonstrates how far on average in the predicted label ranking L i one needs to go to cover all the ground-truth labels of an instance. A smaller coverage value indicates better performance.
where {j|I(y i ) ∈ j L i } gives the positions of relevant classes I(y i ) in the ordered list L. 
where |p i,I(yi) ≤p i,¬I(yi) | is used to denote the count of wrong rankings for item i. 4) Hamming loss shows the rate of misclassified predicted values using XOR comparison between predicted labels and ground truth labels. Smaller values of this metric indicate a better performance:
5) Macro-F1 shows the average F1 value on each class, which reveals the authenticity and reliability of predicted true labels. Higher values of this metric indicate a better performance.
where precision c and recall c are precision and recall for class c.
D. Classification results
Tables (II)-(VI) show the experimental results of our approach and competing methods with one error, normalized coverage, ranking loss, hamming loss, and macro-F1 metrics. One error, normalized coverage, and ranking loss directly utilize the probabilities from the ML-KNN algorithm in various ways. We can conclude that all versions of our proposed methods achieved significant improvements in most databases comparing to the reference methods with the first three metrics that use probabilities. Our method achieved the best result in eight cases out of ten in Tables (II) and (IV), and nine cases out of then in Table (III). The remaining two metrics utilize the predicted labels obtained by a threshold value 0.5 and the probabilities in different ways. We currently did not adapt a cross validation strategy to select an optimal threshold value in our experiments, which may lead to suboptimal results. With the last two metrics, the reference methods worked a bit better than with the former three metrics, but even in the worst case with Hamming loss, our method achieved the best results in six cases out of ten.
According to the results with all metrics, our misclassification-based prior information variant SwM LDA m is the most efficient and precise one and totally achieved 15 best results among all the test cases (highlighted values in the tables). SwM LDA d achieved 11 best results among all the test cases with different metrics. Moreover, each variant of our algorithm achieved better performance compared to the corresponding reference methods in most cases. For instance, SwM LDA f achieved better results on at least eight cases out of ten for any metric than wM LDA f did with the one-error metric, SwM LDA d enhanced the performance on eight cases with hamming loss and seven cases with marco-F1 compared to wM LDA d . This shows that the proposed approach of using the prior information for class saliency estimation generally outperforms using it directly for weighting the items as in [15] .
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed a novel multi-label classification method to tackle the data imbalance and information redundancy problems in encountered multi-label classification tasks. Our method is an extension MLDA, where the weights are generated with a probabilistic approach to evaluate the saliency of each instance for different classes. The probabilistic approach uses an affinity matrix to ensure similar results for similar instances and a prior information matrix to integrate prior information on prominence of each instance for each class. Our solution can alleviate the data imbalance problem, which is commonly encountered in multi-label databases, as the weight factor vectors are calculated separately for each class. Our method can also alleviates the common overcounting problem. We proposed variants of our methods using different prior information matrices based on both labels and features.
We used five metrics to evaluate the performance of our method with competing method on ten multi-label datasets. The experimental results show that our method enhanced the classification performance compared to the competing algorithms.
Our algorithm is still based on the linear subspace learning technique. In the future, we will make a non-linear extension using the kernel trick. We will also explore the prominence of each feature channel from all instances to calculate the weight factor vector.
